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De Finetti’s Theorem reveals a simple explicit structure for an infinite exchangeable sequence 
of zero-one random variables. Although more general results are known, simple explicit results 
might be expected in particular settings. In this paper such results are obtained for exchangeable 
sequences of infinitely divisible Poisson random variables and random vectors. The methods 
employed are elementary, except in that they involve appeal to moment theorems. 
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1. Introduction 
A well-known result due to de Finetti exhibits a simple explicit structure for an 
infinite exchangeable sequence of random variables that can take only the values 
zero or one. Although very general results about exchangeable sequences are known 
(see Feller [6, Section VII.41, Kingman [lo], and Olshen [Ill), it is still of interest 
to derive simpler explicit results in particular cases. 
This paper is concerned with exchangeable sequences of Poisson random vectors. 
To achieve explicit results it is necessary to start from some other structural assump- 
tions about the sequences. The assumption that they are infinitely divisible leads to 
a structure that is satisfyingly explicit, yet surprisingly rich. Apart from requisite 
probability theory, the methods to be used are relatively elementary. The deepest 
results employed are moment theorems, and these are collected together in the 
appendix. 
To facilitate understanding in the simplest setting we have felt it appropriate to 
treat initially the random variable case, starting first with finite sequences and then 
extending to infinite sequences. This is done in Section 2. Then, Section 3 deals 
with the general random vector case which requires appeal to a multivariate moment 
result concerning measures on an r-dimensional simplex. This moment result, 
Theorem A3, appears in itself to be new. 
In a sequel [7] we discuss analogous structure for infinite exchangeable infinitely 
divisible sequences of Poisson point processes. 
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2. Exchangeable infinitely divisible sequences of Poisson random variables 
Let {X,, . . . , Xk} be a sequence of k Poisson random variables that are jointly 
infinitely divisible. From results of Dwass and Teicher [5] it follows that the logarithm 
of P(s), s = (S,) . . . , sk) E [0, ilk, the joint probability generating function (pgfn) of 
X1,..., Xk, ImISt be a mUl~i-heaI’ fUndon of S1,. . . , Sk Or CqUiValently of S1 - 
1 3 . . . , Sk - 1. Under the further condition that the sequence {X,, . . . , &} be 
exchangeable, it is clear that the pgfn P(s) can be written as 
P(s)=exp 
i 
i CXiei(S-1) , 
I i=l 
(2.1) 
wherea,,..., ak are constants, not necessarily non-negative, 1 denotes the k-vector 
of ones, and ei( s), i = 1, . . . , k, are the elementary symmetric functions in sl,. . . , Sk. 
Recall that e,(s), . . . , ek(s) can be defined by the generating function 
fi (l+us,)=l+ i Urnem( 
i=l ml=, 
The constant (Y~ is simply the ith order joint factorial cumulant of 
variables X,, . . . , &. 
(2.2) 
the random 
For suitable constants pl,. . . , pk, (2.1) can be expressed in the form 
P(s) =exp Ii PJe,Cs) - hl 1 , rn=l I (2.3) 
where y,,, = (L), m = 1,. . . , k. A well-known result (cf. Horn and Steutel[8, Theorem 
2.1]), gives non-negativity of PI,. . . , & as necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a function of the form (2.3) to be a pgfn. The corresponding conditions for a function 
of the form (2.1) to be a pgfn are not so straightforward, but will be obtained shortly. 
The precise connection between the forms (2.1) and (2.3) is provided by the 
reciprocal relationships 
Pj9 i=l,...,k, 
and 
(-l)“-ma,,, m = 1,. . . , k, 
which are easily deduced using the identities 
l+ i u’e,(s-1)= fi [(l-u)-us,]=(l-u)~+ 5 (l-u)k-“ume,(s). 
i=l I=1 m=, 
(2.4) 
In view of the preceding discussion we have the following result. 
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Lemma 1. Necessary and suficient conditions for (2.1) to be a pgfn are that 
(-I)“-” z-0, m = 1,. . . , k. (2.5) 
This lemma completes the structural picture for finite exchangeable sequences of 
Poisson random variables that are jointly infinitely divisible. For infinite sequences 
we can refine this structure. 
Theorem 1. In order that (2.1) for k = 1,2, . . . be the sequence of finite-dimensional 
pgfns of some infinite sequence S? = {X, , X,, . . .} of non-degenerate random variables, 
it is necessary and suficient that 
a, = 1 u”-‘p(dU), n = 1,2,. . . , (2.6) 
where p is a finite measure on [0, l] such that p([O, 11) > 0; equivalentzy, that 
a, = y(E( IT-‘), n = 1,2,. . . , (2.7) 
where y E (0, ~0) and U is a random variable taking values in [0, 11. Further, when 
either of (2.6) or (2.7) is satisfied the sequence 2 is an exchangeable sequence of 
Poisson random variables that are jointly infinitely divisible. 
Remark 1. One could cover also the case where the random variables X, , X,, . . . 
are all degenerate at zero by allowing p to be a measure on [0, l] such that 
Pm 11) = 0. 
Proof. Observe that provided (2.1) is a pgfn for k = 1,2,. . . , these pgfns are 
consistent, and hence are the finite-dimensional pgfns of some infinite sequence of 
random variables. 
Now define a linear functional 6;p, as at (Al) of the appendix, but only for 
m=l,2 . . . 
and U~ib, l] 
Then, using the outer expressions in (2.4), we have for k = 1,2,. . . 
; a,ei(S-l)=rr,[(l-U)“l]+~~, LZa[(l -u)k-mum]em(s). 
i=l 
Recalling the necessary and sufficient conditions for a function of the form (2.3) to 
be a pgfn, it is clear that (2.1) is a pgfn for k = 1,2, . . . iff 
L?~[(~-u)“-“‘u~]?=~, m=l,..., k, k=l,2 ,.... 
By Corollary 2 to Theorem Al of the appendix, these conditions are necessary and 
sufficient for (Y, , az, . . . to be representable in the form (2.6). Setting y = p([O, 11) 
the alternative representation (2.7) is immediate from (2.6). 
Finally, in view of the remarks preceding (2.1), it is clear that the remaining 
assertions of this theorem hold. 0 
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Corollary 1. When the conditions of the theorem are satisjed, the random variables 
of the sequence 2 are 
(i) mutually independent ifl U = 0 almost surely, or 
(ii) completely dependent (i.e. almost surely equal) iff U = 1 almost surely. 
Corollary 2. When the conditions of the theorem are satisjed, (2.1) can be written as 
P(s) = exp (I ( i [l+u(a-l)l-l)u-Ip(du)i. [0,1] i=l 2.8  
Proof. Use (2.6) and the first identity of (2.4), noting that in the bracket preceding 
U -’ in (2.8) only terms involving u”, n = 1,. . . , k, appear. 0 
It is convenient to have a further representation for (Ye, a2, . . . . 
Theorem 2. In order that (2.1) for k = 1,2, . . . be the sequence of finite-dimensional 
pgfns of some infinite sequence 2 = {X, , X,, . . .} of non-degenerate random variables, 
it is necessary and suficient that 
a!, = AS,, + J u”A(du), n = 1,2,. . . , co,11 
where 6,, is a Kronecker delta, A E [0, CO), and A is a not necessarily Jinite measure 
on (0, l] such that y, given now by y = A +jCo,lI uA(du), satisfies 0 < y < ~0. Further, 
(2.9) 
when (2.9) is satisfied the sequence 2 is an exchangeable sequence of Poisson random 
variables that are jointly infinitely divisible. 
Remark 2. The case where X, , X,, . . . are all degenerate at zero could be covered 
by allowing y = 0 i.e. by taking A = 0 and A as the zero measure. 
Proof. Given a measure p on [0, l] define A = ~((0)) and a measure A on (0, l] by 
A(B) = J u-ip(du) E
for B any Bore1 set of (0, 11. Then, clearly, A 2 0 and finiteness of p implies finiteness 
of both A and j(o,ll uA(du). Conversely, given A E [0, CO) and a measure A on (0, l] 
satisfying jco,,, uA(du) <CO, define a finite measure p on [0, 11 by 
P(B) = A6o(B) + J uA(du) B 
where ~3~ denotes Dirac measure (i.e. ‘a unit mass at’) zero. 
With such identifications, (2.6) and (2.9) are equivalent and the required results 
follow immediately from Theorem 1. 0 
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Corollary 3. When the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisjed, (2.1) can be written as 
P(s)=exp A 5 (si-l)+ J [ 
k 
n (1-u+us,)-I A(du) 1 I . (2.10) i=l (o,l] i=l 
Proof. Use (2.9), and the first identity of (2.4) or, alternatively, (2.8). Cl 
Remark 3. If A =0 in (2.10) then 
P(X, =. ..=X,=O)=exp - { J 
(0.11 
[W-4*lNW}. 
Hence, since Ak = {X1 =. . * = & = 0) is a non-increasing sequence of sets, 
P(X,=O,i=1,2,. ..)=~_hP(A,)=.SXp{-A(@, I])}. 
Thus, when A = 0, we have 
P(Xi=0,i=1,2,...)>0 iff A((0, l])<co. 0 
The above results yield a simple probabilistic construction for an exchangeable 
infinitely divisible sequence, 4 of Poisson random variables. 
Consider a Poisson process defined on (0, l] and having mean measure A satisfying 
I (o,ll uA (du) < co. (See Remark 4 below.) Take countably many identical copies of 
this process, label the copies 1,2,. . . and, conditional on the Poisson process, delete 
points independently from each copy. Within each copy a point at u is deleted with 
probability 1 - u, or retained with probability u, independently of other points in 
that copy. Suppose that Y” = { V, , V,, . . .} gives the number of points that remain in 
each of the copies. Then the joint pgfn of V,, . . . , V, is 
{J [ k exp n (l-u+usi)-1 A(du) . (O,I] i=l 1 I (2.11) 
This is readily seen, for example, from results about Poisson cluster processes or 
compound Poisson processes (cf. Cox and Isham [3, Chapter 31; Daley and Vere- 
Jones [4, Section 51). 
Now suppose that Ou = { U,, U,, . . .} is independent of 7” and consists of mutually 
independent and identically distributed Poisson random variables with mean A. Set 
Z= %+ “Ir, where addition of sequences is defined element-wise. Then the joint 
pgfn of X, , . . . , xk is of the form (2.10) for k = 1,2, . . . with A as in Theorem 2. 
Remark 4. In the theory of point processes it is usual to restrict attention to processes 
which have, almost surely, a finite number of points in each bounded set and, in 
the case of Poisson processes, to processes having a mean measure which is finite 
on bounded sets. (See for example Cox and Isham [3, pp. 22-231 and Daley and 
Vere-Jones [4, Sections 1 and 21.) A Poisson process on (0, l] with mean measure 
A satisfying jco,il uA(du) < ~0 will not in general meet this requirement, since it may 
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be that A((0, 11) = 03. However, such a process can be considered, using the usual 
theory, as being obtained from a suitable Poisson process on [ 1, co) by means of 
the transformation x+x-’ which transforms points in [l, ~0) into points in (0, 11. 
Remark 5. Notice that in the above construction deletions are much more likely 
for points near the origin than for points near one. Thus, even when A ((0, 11) = CO, 
this pattern of deletions balances the high concentration of points near the origin 
in the Poisson process with mean measure A satisfying ~~,,,, uA(du) <CO, to give 
overall a finite number of points in each of the deleted copies i.e. E V, < co, i = 1,2, . . . . 
Corollary 4. Suppose that {X, , X2, . . .} is a sequence of random variables such that 
fork=1,2,. . ., X,,. .., X, havejointpgfn (2.10). Then (X,+* . .+Xk)/kconverges 
in distribution as k + 00 to the (injinitely divisible) distribution with Laplace transform 
L(t) given by 
L(t) = exp [e-‘U-l]A(du)-At ta0. 
(0.11 
(2.12) 
Proof. The Laplace transform of (X, +. . . + X,)/k is clearly 
exp 
II 
([l+ u(e61k -l)]k-l)A(du)+Ak(e-“k-l) , 
CO.11 I 
t20, 
and this function converges pointwise, as k + co, to L(t) given by (2.12). 0 
3. Exchangeable infinitely divisible sequences of Poisson random vectors 
Consider an exchangeable sequence 2 = {X1, X2, . . .} of Poisson random Z-vectors 
which are jointly infinitely divisible. Vectors in E are row vectors and Xi = 
(Xi,, . . . , Xi,), i = 1,2, . . . . In the case that the sequences 
q={X,j,X,j ,... }, j=1,2 ,..., I, 
are mutually independent, the structure of the sequence 2 is completely determined 
by the structure of results of the preceding section applied separately to each of the 
sequences Z,, . . . , El. This special case will be considered further in Remark 9 and 
in a point process setting in Griffiths and Milne [7]. Here we investigate the general 
(random vector) case. 
Let the joint pgfn of g’, , . . . , 2,‘ be 
where si = (si,, . . . , sir) E [0, l]‘, i = 1, . . . , k. This function will be written also as 
P(S), where S = [sij], a k x 1 matrix. Since Xi, . . . , & are infinitely divisible Poisson 
random vectors, it follows from results of Dwass and Teicher [5] that log P(S) is 
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a multi-linear function of the elements of S, or equivalently of the elements of S-J 
where J denotes the k x I matrix with all unit entries. Thus 
log P(S) = c 4c ,..._, Ck&,& . . . s:ci. 
C,,...,Ch 
(3.1) 
Here the summation is over all C,, . . . , C, E P({l, . . . , I}) the power set of 
{1,2, . . . , 11, 
i=l,..., k, and {&.,,...,c,} is a set of not necessarily non-negative constants such 
that 4fl,...,, = 0 (since P(J) = 1). When the sequence {XI, . . . , Xk} is exchangeable, it 
follows that &,(,) ,_.., +,, is invariant under any permutation v on 1,. . . , k. 
Now let 8 = LP({l, . . . , i})\(0) and suppose that A,, . . . , A,, with r = 2’- 1, is a 
fixed labelling of the elements of 9,. Consider any sequence % = {C, , . . . , Ck} of k 
sets from P({l,. . . , I}). For a E Z’:, where Z, = (0, 1,2, . . .}, write o(C) = a if in the 
sequence (e the set A, appears exactly uj times,j = 1, . . . , r. Define es(S), a symmetric 
. . 
multi-linear function of sl, . . . , sk, by 
e,(S)= C s1C,s2C, ’ ’ ’ skCk, a # 0, (3.2) 
c:~(s)=o 
where for i = 1,. . . , k and C E P({l, . . . ,1}) 
r 
n sij, c+0, 
sic = jeC 
1, c =0. 
For UEZ: put a+=a,+~~~+a,. Set sd,={a~Z~:a+=m}, m=l,2 ,..., d= 
U? J&l, and for u = (u,+, . . . , uA,) E [0, 11' write ua in place of ~2,u2*. - . u>. r 
Clearly, the functions e,(S), a E s4, could be defined equivalently by the generating 
function 
G(u,S)=fi 1+ 1 SiAUA = l+ i C aae,(S). 
i=* [ AGO, 1 m=l atdm 
The simplest non-trivial case is when I = 2: then 
(3.3) 
k 
G(u, S) = II [l-t Si,U(l)+Si2u{2)+ silsi2ut1,2)1. i=l 
Return now to the simplification of (3.1) that results from exchangeability of 
{XI,. . . , Xk}. Using (3.2) it follows that 
log P(S)= i 1 a,e,(S-J) 
In=, .E& 
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where LY, is written for the common value ~,--,,~,...,c,~k, under any permutation rr on 
l,..., k (since only the multiplicities of the subscript sets need now be distin- 
guished). 
To proceed further requires an analogue of (2.4). Consider 
G(u,S-J)=jI l+ C ssnA . 
i=l [ ASP, 1 
For AE Pl, define uA to be the coefficient of &A in the expansion of 
1-t 1 &UA 
At9, 
(3.4) 
as a linear function of siA, AE PI. Setting successively S = J and S = 0, a zero 
matrix, shows that the constant term in this expansion is 1 - u+ where 
u+ = c VA= c (-l)‘A’+lUA (3.5) 
AtB, ot9, 
with IAl denoting the cardinality of the set A. Thus VA is defined by the identity 
1+ c &au,= I-V++ C SiAvA. 
AEP, ASP, 
(3.6) 
Hence 
VA = BFA (-l)‘B’A’u, (3.7) 
3 
where the summation is over all BE ??‘, satisfying the stated inclusion. Expression 
(3.7) inverts to 
tt,s,= c VB. 
L32A 
(3.8) 
This can be seen directly by consideration of the identity 
I+ C S~AUA= l-u++ c fl ($+l)vA, 
ASP, As?!‘, jtA 
or by recognition of one of the simplest special cases of Mobius inversion (cf. Aigner 
[l, Section 4.191). From (3.4) and (3.6) it follows that 
G(u,S-J)= h siAv~ * 
i=l 1 
Finally, by expanding the products in (3.4) and (3.9) we obtain 
l+ i: C u=e,(S-J)= G(u,S-J) 
WI=, of?&& 
=(1-v+)“+ i 1 (l-v+)k-a+uae.(S) 
rn=l nsd,, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
which is the required analogue of (2.4). 
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Now define a linear function 9 acting on the vector space of all real coefficient 
polynomials in the r variables uA,, . . . , uA, by 
9[1] = 1, Jqu”] = cYn, a E 5d. 
(In analogy with Section 2, .Y depends on (Y,, a E ~4, though here we prefer to avoid 
this complexity of notation.) This linear functional acts also on polynomials in 
vA,, . . . , VA,, since by (3.7), these are linear functions of UA,, . . . , uA; Then, using 
the outer expressions of (3.10), we have for k = 1,2,. . . 
; c a,e,(S-J)=q(l-v+)k-l] 
rn=l (IE&dPm 
+ 2 C ~[(l-u+)k~"+o'le,(s). 
m=l o~.d,” 
Observe (cf. [8, Theorem 2.11) that (3.11) is the logarithm of a pgfn iff 
(3.11) 
.Y[( 1 - v+)k-O+u’] 2 0, a~& a+<-, k-l,2 ,,... 
By Theorem A3 of the appendix, these conditions are necessary and sufficient for 
p,, = L!?[ D’], a E &, to be representable in the form (A3). This observation, together 
with consistency which follows as in the proof of Theorem 1, yields the following 
result. 
Theorem 3. In order that P(s,, . . . , Sk), k = 1,2,. . . be the sequence of jinite- 
dimensional pgfns of some in$nite sequence 4y = {X, , X2, . . .} of non-degenerate ran- 
dom l-vectors, it is necessary and suficient that 
log P(s, ) . . ,“k’=A;y AtA) i (&A-l) 
+[,yr,!,,{i, [l-~~+A~~,‘_VA]-l}A~dVI (3.12) 
where h(A) E [0, CO), AE 9,, and A is a not necessarily finite measure on Yp,\{o} 
satisfying 
J v+A(dv)<oo :y,(J;\{oI 
and 
C A(A)+ v+A (dv) > 0. 
AtOP, J Y,\lo) 
7’he constants h(A), AE 9, and the measure A are unique. Further, when (3.12) is 
satis$ed 22 is an exchangeable sequence of Poisson random vectors that are jointly 
infinitely divisible. 
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Remark 6. The case where X, , X2, . . . are all degenerate at zero could be covered 
by allowing A(A) = 0, A E P,, and taking A to be the zero measure. 
Remark 7. In the sense of giving a representation for cy,, a E &, in terms of the 
variables uA,, . . . , uA, rather than v~, , . . . , v,, there is no direct analogue when r > 1 
of Theorem 2. However, suppose that (Y, can be represented as at (A3). Then, since 
under the linear map from R’ to R’ defined by (3.8) ZI E 9, is transformed to u E [0, 11’ 
and A on 9’,\(o) is transformed to some measure A* on [0,1]‘\(o), there is a 
representation 
cy, = i Ajsa,I, + u”A*(du), a E &, 
j=1 I mll’\t~~ 
where otherwise the notation is as in (A3). Of course in the case I = 1 the 
two representations coincide, and this case has been dealt with independently in 
Section 2. 
Suppose addition of sequences is defined element-wise. Consider any sequence 
Z={(x,,&,.. .} having finite-dimensional log pgfns given by (3.12). Then 2 can 
be decomposed as 2 = % + ‘V where % and V are independent sequences of random 
vectors such that the elements U,, U,, . . . of 011 are mutually independent and 
identically distributed Poisson random vectors each with log pgfn 
C AtANs,- 1) (3.13) 
AEB, 
and ‘V is an exchangeable sequence of Poisson random vectors having finite- 
dimensional log pgfns given by, (3.12) with A (A) = 0, A E CP,. A sequence of the form 
Q will be said to consist of independent components. Further, a sequence of the 
form V will be said to have no independent components. Observe that (3.13) is 
simply a compact expression for a multi-linear function of s,, . . . , sI which is the 
log pgfn of a general infinitely divisible Poisson random Z-vector, as derived by 
Dwass and Teicher [ 51. As these authors pointed out, there is an obvious interpreta- 
tion in terms of random elements in common. 
The following construction yields sequences with no independent components. 
Let N be a Poisson process defined on (0, l] and having mean measure p satisfying 
~~o,ll +(dt) < ~0. Take a doubly indexed sequence, 
{.Nq:i=l,2 )... ;j=l,..., I}, 
of identical copies of this process. Conditional on the Poisson process, points are 
deleted or retained, independently for each i, according to the following scheme. 
For given i, a point at t in the original process is deleted with probability 1 - t from 
all of the copies .NV,j = 1, . . , , 1, and for A E LP,, retained in those NV for which j E A 
and deleted from those NV for which j < A, this being done with probability YA( t) 
where { YA( t): A E 9,) is a random element of yr\{o} such that 
c YA(t)= t. 
AEP, 
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The entire deletion procedure is carried out independently for each point in the 
original process. Let X, be the number of points retained in NV, i = 1,2,. . . , k, 
j=l 3 . . . 3 1. Then the joint pgfn of these kl random variables has logarithm 
[CO,*,,,,,,,{~I [l-~+~$si~A(Q]-l}@JdJ+(dQ (3.14) 
where Qt is the distribution of { YA(f): A E CT-‘,}. To see that (3.14) agrees with the 
second term of (3.12) take A to be the measure defined by 
A(B) = 
I 5 
@r(dy)p(dt) 
CO.11 B 
where B is any Bore1 set of 9r\{o}. 
Remark 8. Let 2 = {X, , X2, . . .} be an infinitely divisible exchangeable sequence of 
Poisson random I-vectors such that the elements within each vector are mutually 
independent. Then the log pgfn of X1 must have the form 
i Aj(sl,j - l) 
j=l 
where as from (3.12) it can be represented as 
C A(A)(GA-~)+ C J u.zd(du)(h- 1). AE 9, AE!?, S,\(o) 
The identity of these two expressions implies that A (A) = 0 and 
I ?I,A(dU) = 0 S,\(o) 
whenever IAI> 1, AE 9,. Thus A is concentrated on the set 
{YG~‘~: v,=O,~A~>l} 
and can therefore be regarded as a measure on the Z-simplex 
9,={uE[0,1]k: V+Sl} 
where now we write vj = u{j), j = 1, . . . , 1. The joint log pgfn of X, , . . . , X, then has 
the form 
Remark 9. Now let S? = {X, , X,, . . .} be an infinitely divisible exchangeable sequence 
of Poisson random Z-vectors such that the sequences 
Tj={Xij: i=1,2 ,... }, j=l,..., Z, 
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are mutually independent. Then from (2.10) the joint log pgfn of Xi,. . . , X, has 
the form 
; Aj ; 
j=l i=l 
;r (l-U+UQ)-1 il,(du) 
i=l I 
(3.16) 
with Aj, A,, j = 1, . . . , 1, satisfying conditions as in Theorem 2. In particular each 
measure Aj is concentrated on (0, 11. Observe that (3.12) has this form when A(A) = 0 
if IAl> 1, AE P,, and A is concentrated on 
Clearly (3.15) has the form (3.16) when A is concentrated on 
~{UE~,:O<VI~l;Z)i=O,i#j}. 
j=I 
Appendix: Moment problems 
Al. The classical moment problem on [0, 1] 
Previous writings on this problem have tended to adopt either an analytic, perhaps 
functional analytic, approach (cf. Akhieser [2, p. 73ff], Karlin and Studden [9, 
Chapter IV], and Shohat and Tamarkin [12, pp. S-9]), or a probabilistic approach 
as in Feller [6, VII.31. Feller’s approach comes close to using linear functional& 
though they are never explicit. The linear functional notation is well-suited to the 
needs of the present paper: see for example the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3. 
Let Q denote the vector space of all polynomials in u E [0, l] and having real 
coefficients. For a given sequence {(Ye, cri , . . .} of real numbers, a linear functional, 
Za, can be defined on Q starting from 
=%[~ml=%l, uEm11, (AlI 
form=O,l,..., or on the obvious subspace of Q starting from (Al) for m = 1,2, . . . , 
and extending by linearity. The solution of the classical moment problem can be 
stated as follows. 
Theorem Al. A sequence {aO, o,, . . .} of real numbers with a0 = 1 is the moment 
sequence of some probability measure, p, on [0, l] iff the linear functional LEa deJined 
by (Al) for m = 0, 1,. . . satis$es 
_YJum(l-z4)~-~]~0, m=O,l,..., k, k=O,l,.... 
The measure p is unique. 
Corollary 1. If a0 # 1 then, with the modification that p is now a$nite measure (having 
total mass a,) on [O, 11, the above result still holds. 
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The following result is used in the proof of Theorem 1 of this paper. 
Corollary 2. A sequence {CY, , a*, . . .} has a representation 
i 
1 
an = u”-‘p(du), n = 1,2,. . . , 
II 
where p is a jinite measure on [0, 11, if the linear functional 9a defined by (Al) for 
m-1,2,... satisjies 
Z~[U”(~-U)~-“‘]~~, m=l,2 ,..., k, k=O,l,.... 
The measure p is unique. 
Theorem Al can be proved in various ways. The non-probabilistic proofs of [2, 
p. 73ff] and [ 12, pp. 8-91 do give the necessary and sufficient condition in functional 
form. A probabilistic proof can be given as for Theorem 2 in the first edition of 
Feller [6, VII.31 but making explicit use of linear functionals. (Notice that the 
structure and simplicity of the first edition proof has not been preserved in the 
second edition.) We prefer the latter approach since a proof of Corollary 2 is easily 
constructed in a similar way, and the approach extends to relevant multivariate 
situations (Theorems A2 and A3 in the next section). 
A2. Multivariate extensions 
Multivariate moment results are required for Section 3 of this paper. These are 
a natural generalisation of the univariate results in the same way as a multinomial 
distribution is a natural generalisation of a binomial distribution. Another type of 
generalisation, to products of binomial distributions, is considered in Shohat and 
Tamarkin [12, p. 91. 
Let Q denote now the vector space of all real coefficient polynomials in the r 
variables vlr...,v, where u=(v,,...,v,)~~,={~~[O,l]~:v+~1} and v+= 
;,: 
. . .+v,. Further, let &=U;” ,rQ, where A,,, ={uEZ:: a+= m} with Z+= 
..}. Set &‘=&u{(o}, and u~=v;~~v>...u>. 
For a given collection {LY, E R: a E ,aP”} define a linear functional, =Ye, on Q 
starting from 
,re,[vn]=a,, VEYrP,, (A2) 
for a E do, or on the obvious subspace of Q starting from (A2) for a E & and 
extending by linearity. The following result extends Theorem Al to this setting. 
Theorem A2. A collection {a,: a E do} of real numbers with a0 = 1 is the set of moments 
of some probability measure, p, on Yr ifl the linear functional defined by (A2) for 
a E do satisfies 
Za[v”(l-v+)k-“+]>O, aed, a+Gk, k=O,l,.... 
The measure p is unique. 
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Corollary. If a0 # 1 then, with the modzjication that p is now a jinite measure (with 
total mass CYJ on Y’r, the above result still holds. 
A proof of Theorem A2 can be constructed along the lines of Theorem 2 in the 
first edition of Feller [6, VII.31. A different approach can be based on Bernstein 
polynomials on 9. (This is suggested, in the case r = 2, in [6, Chapter VII, Problem 
31.1 
In Section 3 we need the following analogue of Corollary 2 of Theorem Al. 
Theorem A3. A collection {p,,: a E 4) of real numbers has a representation 
Pa = i Ajsa 1 + 
3 I I tFA(du), a E d, j=l Y,\(o) (A31 
where, for j = 1, . . . , r, 0~ Aj <CO and lj denotes the r-vector with a unit in the jth 
position but zeros elsewhere, and where A is a not necessarilyfinite measure on YF\{o} 
and satisfying 
I v+A(dv) < 00, (A4) Y,\(o) 
i# the linear functional 2 defined on the vector space of all r-variable polynomials in 
vP, with v E .Yr, by 
Z[v’] = /?., a E 58, 
satisfies 
2?[v”(l-~+)~~~+]~O, aed, a+sk, k=1,2 ,.... 
The constants A,, . . . , A, and the measure A are unique. 
Proof. Suppose that (A6) is satisfied. Define linear functionals =Yjej, j = 1,2, 
on 9,. by 
~j[v”]=9[v”vj], aEd’, j=l,..., r. 
Then, for each j, 
~Z~[v~(I-v+)~-~+]>0, aEd, a+<k, k=O,l,.... 
(A9 
(A@ 
. . , r, 
By the corollary to Theorem A2, for each j there exists a finite measure pj on 9, 
such that 
Zj[ tq = I o"pj(du), a E do. 9, 
Since 
Z[ U”ViVj] = 
I 
u”uipj(du) = 
I 
v”vjpi(dv) 
9, 9, 
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foraE&‘andi,jE{l,..., r}, and since a finite measure on a bounded set is uniquely 
determined by its moments, it follows that 
uipj(du) = v,p,(do), i, jg{l,. . . , r}. (A7) 
From (A7) we deduce that 
pi({uEYPr: u,=O,v+>O})=O, iE(l,..., r}, 
and, for each pair i,jE{l,..., r}, 
u;‘p,(do) = v;‘pj(do) 
on the set {u E Lfr: zli > 0, u, > 0). Further, for a E d such that ai 2 1, 
(A@ 
(A9) 
Z[ UR] = 
I 
u”~~‘2pi(do) = 6,r,pi({o]) + 
I 
u”v,‘p,(du) 
y, y7\to1 
where, because of (A8), the last integral need to be taken only over 9, n {u: Ui > 0). 
In view of (A8) and (A9) a measure A on Yr\{o} can be defined unambiguously 
by specifying the restrictions AE, 0 c E c {l, . . . , r} of A to the respective sets 
Y~={~E~~:z),>O,~EE;U~=O,~~~E;~,~E{~,...,~}} 
as 
nE(du) = Ur’pj(dU), U E c!YF, 
for some j E E. Further, define constants A,, . . . , A, by 
hj=pj({o}), j=l,..., r. 
Then for a E & we have the representation 
Lz[ ?Y] = i Aj&J, + 
J 
u”A(dv). 
j=l .Yr\fo) 
Notice that, although A is not a finite measure, we do have 
J viA(dU)<W, i=l,..., r, Y,\lO) 
or equivalently 
J u+A(du) < 00. 0 Y,\lol 
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